Intermediate/Mini Mite Tournament Style
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*(D.) and (E.) may be one piece on some models.

Contents:
1-Qty- Top Assembly (A.)
2-Qty- Red Posts (B.)
2-Qty- Base Halves (C.)
1-Qty- Diagonal Support Bar (D.) *
1-Qty- Base Tee (E.) *
1-Qty- Net, Skirt, Lacing Cord and Zip Ties (Not Pictured)

Begin with the two base halves on a flat, sturdy surface, all fittings facing up. White tips toward face of goal.
Insert base tee into base halves. Insert diagonal support bar into base tee’s stem snug bolt and and set upright.
Next, Insert bottom stem of each post fully into white tipped base halves. Snug bolts to secure red posts vertically.
You are ready to carefully place top assembly onto red posts and diaganol support bar, best done simultaneously.
After sliding top assembly into place, goal should appear level. Check that the posts are parallel before securing bolts at base .
After alignment is satisfactory, secure bolts all bolts, be careful to not over-tighten
IMPORTANT: Attach at 6 Key areas before lacing!

1.

Ziptie at top corners of netting and posts at (1) & bottom corners of netting and posts at (2).
Count selvages to find center of netting at top and again at bottom, fasten at (3) and (4)
Selvages = loops of netting
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Tie one cord in to two equal halves at center of red crossbar (3), lacing out to
corners of goal (1). Wire loops and selvages will not correspond one to one.
Use all of the netting evenly across entire crossbar.
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‘Short’ Side of net

4.
Tie one cord in to two equal halves at base (4), lacing out to each red post (2).
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You may need to pull netting along to reach the post. Stop when cord is finished.
‘Long’ Side of Net
Lastly, tie one cord’s end to top of one post, lacing down to base. Allow net to gather
at very top and again at the base for uniform appearence. Repeat on other side.
Once netting is laced, skirting may be placed onto the goal’s base. Skirting wraps around the
base, sandwiching the net and pipe in between. This will provide protection inside and out.
Center skirting, starting where the center bar meets the base. Lace out to the posts and tie to the post’s
wire loop. Skirting will not necessarily reach posts as to not impede pucks.
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